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JOE MAXWELL WINS 1-DAY EVENT FOR 1ST GOLD RING 

Late night leads to a debut Circuit title for Joe Maxwell. 

The World Series of Poker Circuit hosted another late night in the Potawatomi Events 
Center. Event #7: $400 No-Limit Hold'em 8-Handed (1 Day) reached into the wee hours of 
Wednesday morning, but when all was said and done Joe Maxwell prevailed as the last man 
standing, winning his first WSOP gold ring and $21,778. 

The 23-year-old from Cary, Illinois persevered to come out on top of 264 entrants. It was a 
relatively fast-moving tournament. However, when play was down to five, and four players, 
progress came to a standstill. It seemed everyone was finding a double. 

“Everyone was about even in chips for a bit,” Maxwell explained “I hit the two-outer to give 
me the chip lead; it was threes vs. ace-ten preflop. He hit an ace, turned a ten, I rivered the 
three, which was a key pot.” 

Maxwell stood while the board ran out, his gold-ring hopes on the line. When a three hit on 
the river Maxwell’s eyes widened. He paced around the room in shock as the huge, pivotal 
double up was secured, thrusting him into the chip lead. 

From there, Maxwell laddered up. Neil Scott fell in 4th place ($7,330). Danny Dombroski 
and his dedicated rail were disheartened to bust in 3rd place ($9,887). Lastly, Maxwell 
finished off the short-stacked Shane Thorne as runner-up ($13,465). 

Maxwell lives in the northern Chicago area. His yearly career generally consists of half the 
time working as a Projectionist and the other half on the felt. 



 

 

“I work Local 110 Projectionists Union, but it’s seasonal, so I have a lot of time to play 
poker as well,” said Maxwell. 

The over $20,000 payday will be a nice boost in his bankroll to possibly increases his poker 
ambitions. In the meantime, Maxwell plans on attending the remainder of the Potawatomi 
Circuit in hopes of another deep run. 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Joe Maxwell 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    Cary, Ill. 
Current Residence:   Palatine, Ill. 

Age:     23 
Occupation:  Projectionist/Poker 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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